Major "anastrophes" in the origin and early evolution of biological energy conversion.
The metabolism of living organisms has long been usefully divided into anabolism and catabolism. Anabolism is constructive, being concerned with the assembly of complex molecules, whereas catabolism is destructive in the sense that it involves the degradation of molecules. In addition to the well-known word catastrophe for sudden, drastic destruction and its consequences, it has been found practical to introduce in the evolutionary context the word "anastrophe" (an old greek word for turning back, in the opposite direction-from anastrephein, where ana = back and strephein = to turn) to cover sudden, drastic constructive events and their consequences. Mutations in genes and genomes giving selective advantage to an organism are typical anastrophic events. A single site mutation in a gene coding for a protein may be good, neutral or bad, or anastrophic, neutral or catastrophic, respectively, for the organism. The consequence of an anastrophic mutation may be a decisive first step on the long way to a new species, whereas a catastrophic mutation may lead to major cell damage or death. This example of the use of the anastrophe concept in biological evolution leads to the question about its applicability to other parts and paths of the cosmic evolutionary process, such as physical, chemical, social and cultural evolution. Here it will be mainly considered in connection with the energy conversion aspects of the chemical evolution leading to the origin of life and of the subsequent early biological evolution. More specifically, it will be attempted to describe possible major anastrophes in energy conversion both before and after the first occurrence of life on earth.